Citation guidelines (MLA, APA, Chicago) exist online and in handbooks or textbooks. Easybib.com is only one option and needs to be used with a good understanding of how the website works.

One of the most important lessons to learn is to avoid “Autocite.” Do not just type in the URL and expect the citation to magically appear in correct format. One will appear as soon as you click on “Create Citation,” but they are rarely in correct format.

Use Manual Entry every time. You fill in the correct information from your source in the blanks provided, and then let the system format from information you control. Always double check your citations before putting in your paper.
Manual Entry


Autocite!


Notice the Manual Entry has the author’s name (last name first), title of speech, type of entry, where the speech was first given, date of speech, website, medium (Web source), and date of access.
Notice the Autocite Entry is out of order, repeats name, title and website, and has no original date/place information.
To cite most sources on Easybib.com

- Choose MLA, APA, or Chicago, and then click on “All 59 options”
Speech Example
Click on medium before typing in information.
Fill in correct information from your source

Just fill out what you know. We'll format it correctly.

Presentation title: I Have a Dream

Type:
- Lecture
- Speech
- Reading
- Address

Contributors:

Author: Martin L. King Jr.
First: Martin
MI: L.
Last / corp.: King
Suffix: Jr.

Live publication info

Event title:
City: Washington, D.C.
Location: Lincoln Memorial
Date viewed: 28 August 1963
Then click “Create Citation”
Citation is ready for use in an essay

King, Martin L., Jr. "I Have a Dream." Speech. Lincoln Memorial, Washington, D. C.

Most Popular Kinds of Sources

- Website
- Book
- Newspaper
- Journal
- Database

Most popular:
- Book
- Journal Article
- Magazine Article
- Newspaper Article
- Online Database

Other:
- Write / paste citation

All sources:
- Advertisement
- Bible
- Blog / Podcast
- Book
- Brochure
- Cartoon / Comic
- Chapter / Anthology
- Collection Article
- Conference Proceedings
- Congressional Publication
- Court Case
- Dictionary Entry
- Digital File

Executive Order
- Federal Bill
- Federal Report
- Federal Rule
- Federal Statute
- Federal Testimony
- Film / Online Video
- Government Publication
- Interview
- Journal Article
- Lecture / Speech
- Letter
- Live Performance
- Magazine Article

Music / Audio
- Newsgroup
- Newsletter
- Newspaper Article
- Online Database
- Painting / Artwork
- Pamphlet
- Patent
- Photograph
- Preface / Foreword
- Press Release
- Raw Data
- Report
Journal Article from Online Database

Search by article title, keyword, or DOI

Medium: in print | Online

Article title: Lincoln's Reflective Patriotism

Contributors: Author: Joseph, R. Fornieri

Journal title: Perspectives on Political Science

Advanced info: Volume: 39, Issue: 2, Series: 

Year published: 2010

Pages: 103 - 117, Pages are nonconsecutive

Online database publication info

Database: EBSCO

Date accessed: 9 August 2013
Easybib formats correctly

MLA Format

Citation added:

APA Format. EasyBib makes it easy to change from one format to another.

Cite a website by entering its URL or by searching for it.

Citation updated: